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What exactly is it that you do?What exactly is it that you do?

“I am a competitive artistic gymnastics. I train 22 hours a week “I am a competitive artistic gymnastics. I train 22 hours a week 
right now; fl oor, pommel horse, rings, high bar, parallel bars, right now; fl oor, pommel horse, rings, high bar, parallel bars, 
and vault.”and vault.”

What would you do at usual practice? What would you do at usual practice? 

“We start doing trampoline and stuff  like that for the fi rst “We start doing trampoline and stuff  like that for the fi rst 
hour, work on double fl ipping and those things. We do hour, work on double fl ipping and those things. We do 
conditioning for half an hour, cardio, then stretch, then we do conditioning for half an hour, cardio, then stretch, then we do 
40 minutes on each event and just practice diff erent skills.”40 minutes on each event and just practice diff erent skills.”

What would you say to someone who wants to be in your What would you say to someone who wants to be in your 
position? position? 

“To get up to my position, I would say start as early as you “To get up to my position, I would say start as early as you 
can. It takes a long time to develop the coordination and all the can. It takes a long time to develop the coordination and all the 
diff erent ty pes of strength you need. It’s a lot of small twitch diff erent ty pes of strength you need. It’s a lot of small twitch 
muscles and stuff  like that that take time. Do that, and you muscles and stuff  like that that take time. Do that, and you 
cannot slack. You have to put work in as oft en as you can.”cannot slack. You have to put work in as oft en as you can.”

What does gymnastics mean to you? What does gymnastics mean to you? 

“Gymnastics, to me, is not just a sport but a lifesty le. There is “Gymnastics, to me, is not just a sport but a lifesty le. There is 
nothing like it. You are constantly working towards a goal and nothing like it. You are constantly working towards a goal and 
gymnastics helped teach me not only like we need to survive in gymnastics helped teach me not only like we need to survive in 
a sport but also good life lessons to reach your goals.”a sport but also good life lessons to reach your goals.”

What is it like to be you? What is it like to be you? 

“It is a lot of pressure because I am the only guy gymnast “It is a lot of pressure because I am the only guy gymnast 
to ever come out of our gym so I am like the trailblazer. All to ever come out of our gym so I am like the trailblazer. All 
the other boys are falling behind me and I’m competing at a the other boys are falling behind me and I’m competing at a 
national level so a lot is expected of me. With balancing that national level so a lot is expected of me. With balancing that 
with school, it is a lot but it keeps me in line.”with school, it is a lot but it keeps me in line.”
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